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PALO ALTO, Calif., May 29, 2013 — HP today announced a new version of the HP
Anywhere platform that enables organizations and developers to build, distribute and
manage user-centric mobile applications for the enterprise.
Employees expect the mobile applications they use at work to deliver the same intuitive,
interactive user experience as consumer applications. This includes the ability to run on
their device of choice and to integrate with back-end systems for user collaboration and
engagement without compromising personal or enterprise data. By combining open
standards with context aware collaboration, system integration and enterprise security,
HP Anywhere is designed to:
 Provide enterprise scalability by giving developers the flexibility to work with their tools
of choice by leveraging core technology standards including HTML5, JavaScript and
Apache Cordova, as well as support for Sencha Touch, Enyo and jQuery Mobile for
mobile application development.
 Minimize potential business risks associated with bring your own device (BYOD)
initiatives through a secure container structure for authorized user access and policy
management so users can seamlessly transition between personal and work-related
applications.
 Reduce complexity and costs with mobile device management (MDM) integrations
including SAP Afaria and application authentication via an integration with Layer 7
Technologies by managing risks associated with mobile access to data while securing
company-issued and BYOD mobile devices.
 Increase employee productivity by allowing enterprise users to connect and collaborate
contextually from their device of choice.
HP also announced the HP Anywhere Developer Zone, giving developers access to HP
software developer kits (SDKs), demo applications and application cookbooks. To
promote knowledge sharing and accelerate enterprise mobile application development,
the HP Anywhere Developer Zone community members can share best practices, tools
and techniques for building collaborative enterprise mobile applications with HP
Anywhere.
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“With the rapid adoption of smartphones, tablets and BYOD, organizations’ mobile
applications must address the dynamic needs of the modern workforce,” said Raffi
Margaliot, vice president and general manager, Mobile and IT Analytics, Software, HP. “HP
provides the tools developers need to create and deliver enterprise mobile applications that
employees will actually want to use residing securely on their mobile and tablet devices of
choice.”
Pricing and availability
HP Anywhere is available worldwide and a free HP Anywhere plug-in for Eclipse is
available for download from the HP Anywhere Developer Zone. The HP Anywhere
container is available as a free download from the Apple Store and Google Play. Additional
information is available at www.hp.com/go/hpanywhere.
Additional resources
 Watch HP Software’s Google Hangout video and join HP Software on GooglePlus for
upcoming Hangouts featuring product demos, best practices and more.
 Read the white paper “Apps to Go” and the HP Solution Brief on HP Anywhere.
 Learn more at the Apps for Mobile blog.
 Join HP Software on Facebook and Twitter, and HP Anywhere on Twitter.
HP’s premier America’s client event, HP Discover, takes place June 11-13 in Las Vegas.
About HP
HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people,
businesses, governments and society. The world’s largest technology company, HP brings
together a portfolio that spans printing, personal computing, software, services and IT
infrastructure to solve customer problems. More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is
available at http://www.hp.com.
This news advisory contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. If such risks
or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of HP and its consolidated subsidiaries
could differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and assumptions. All
statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements,
including but not limited to statements of the plans, strategies and objectives of management for future operations;
any statements concerning expected development, performance, market share or competitive performance relating to
products and services; any statements regarding anticipated operational and financial results; any statements of
expectation or belief; and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. Risks, uncertainties and
assumptions include macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and events; the competitive pressures faced by HP’s
businesses; the development and transition of new products and services and the enhancement of existing products
and services to meet customer needs and respond to emerging technological trends; the execution and performance of
contracts by HP and its customers, suppliers and partners; the protection of HP's intellectual property assets, including
intellectual property licensed from third parties; integration and other risks associated with business combination and
investment transactions; the hiring and retention of key employees; assumptions related to pension and other postretirement costs and retirement programs; the execution, timing and results of restructuring plans, including estimates
and assumptions related to the cost and the anticipated benefits of implementing those plans; the resolution of
pending investigations, claims and disputes; and other risks that are described in HP’s filings with the Securities and
Exchange Commission, including HP’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2012. HP
assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.
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